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June 21st was the first night of summer. The campers from
Camp Menominee decided there was no better way of
breaking in the new season than having the girls from Camp
Chippewa over for some good, clean American fun! The
theme of the evening was summer BBQ, so the Menominee
campers looked awesome in their jerseys, Hawaiian shirts
and tank-tops. The big fashion statements of the night were
made by CHARLIE FISHER wearing a lovely Vineyard Vines
polo, DAVID BLECHMAN wearing stunning lavender J.Crew
Stanton Shorts and ELI BERNICK for having enough
horsepower to a Chevrolet. MAX SHAPIRO was also looking
rather dashing as he went around speaking to the ladies with
his smooth talking skills. He was not the only Max that impressed with the females though, as MAX ENGEL
unleashed his inner SAM ENGEL and wowed the ladies from Camp Chippewa as well. DJ JONAH WEISS was amazing
playing an eclectic mix of hip-hop, pop and country music. Lucky Canteen Number 38. Counselors SAM MAETZOLD,
ROBBIE APPLEBAUM and JACOB SIMON were showing everyone how the “Gangnam Style” routine is done, which
was highly hilarious! A good time was had by all and I am certain that the men in green are beyond pumped for
their next social!

The Swimming Instructions by Benji Friedman, Sam Goodman and Jack Forman

Yesterday afternoon, during announcements after dinner, the juniors were told that they had to head down to the lake front
where KOZ would be waiting, to do swimming instructions. The swimming instructions assignment is a vital part of being a
camper at Camp Menominee because it gives KOZ an idea on how well the campers can swim, this then enables him to decide
whether or not they are safe enough to use all of the different activities that go on at the lake. Campers in level one had to start
from scratch and do basic swimming techniques, level two campers were those who have already been at Camp Menominee
before and level three were those who have been at Menominee also, but the higher the level the more intense the instructions
were. There were also some level four swimmers out as well! All of the life guards were out to keep an eye on everybody and
some counselors such as HARJ AULKH and JACOB CHORCHES helped out as well. JACK FORMAN, RYDER SPECTOR,
SAM GOODMAN and ZACH POLISNER worked very smoothly together as a group! They managed to get through to level three
without alterations and half way through level four! BENJI FRIEDMAN, MAX BEERMAN, WALKER NELSON and DYLAN
SCHWARTZ managed to get through to level three and they were very proud to achieve this. CHARLIE FISHER got all the way
through to level one, which means he will be doing level two next time! JACK FORSYTHE and JOSH KENNEDY still remain on
level one, but are more than confident to pass through with flying colours during the next swimming Instructions assignment.
NATE BEERMAN, AIDAN SHELLEDY, HOLDEN SEURING and JORDAN GENTNER buzzed through level two. They made it
look so easy with their fantastic swimming abilities. One of the instructions on level three was to save somebody from essentially
drowning whilst they’re wearing a life donut. I volunteered to be the person who has to be saved and MAX BEERMAN was the
camper to be tested on this instruction and he did such a great job, he effortlessly managed to pull me out of the lake. It was
awesome! As the assignment ended, everybody ran into Koz’s House to shower and rest before the evening’s activities.

SPEEDBALL IN COLLIGIATE SHOWDOWN by Koz

Koz and about 100 of his best friends competed in the Collegiate Challenge Speedball game. The final scores were: Alabama in
first place with thirteen points, Iowa, BYU and Arizona in second place with ten points and UNC in third place with seven points.
Speedball is played like a combination of Basketball, Football, Soccer and Rugby with no contact allowed. The pink rotation
combined team of Alabama, BYU, Arizona and Iowa were the only teams to score a three point field good. REID KANTER was
one of the dominating players accounting for four team points. ETHAN HOTT scored two on a junior doubled touchdown pass.
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The pink rotation, lead by the Alabama team, was a victorious 9-4 over the yellow rotation. Koz gives a special “shout out” to all
counselors for their help in referee action during the giant participation game.

Rules:

1. Play Soccer when ball is rolling.
2. Play Basketball when caught after being kicked or converted to an air ball.
a. Steps t stop when you catch it running, no running into the end zone (out and then back in).
b. Basketballs pivot if catch is made standing still.
3. You CANNOT knock the ball out of a player’s hand!!!
a. Two air dribbles and three ground dribblers (in any order) per individual possession.
4. Five second held ball.
5. NO blocking or “picks” that are “moving.”

SKIT NIGHT by Benji Friedman
On Monday June 23rd, we had 2014’s first Skit night here at Camp Menominee! It was commercial
night which meant; we had to create a commercial about something that relates to camp and
perform it in front of the whole camp and two judges, who were Julius Oni and Terry “TJ” Jones.
Cabins three, four, five and six were in one group competing against each other called the Juniors
and cabins seven, eight, nine, ten, twelve and thirteen competed against each other under the
Seniors section of the game. The winning cabins were cabin three for the juniors and cabin thirteen
for the seniors. Both were so hilarious, but personally it was cabin three’s skit which stuck out the
most to me! Their commercial was based on a bug spray which kills every bug in the world. The
campers played the bugs, except CHARLIE FISHER, he was the commercial’s reporter stopping
people (who were counselors HARJ AULKH, JAIKE FISHBEIN, JACOB SIMON and RICHARD
SCHLECHT played by HARJ AULKH and JACOB CHORCHES) in the street asking them if they
would like to try out this new bug spray. Harj (who played himself) said no thanks, and then got
attacked and played an exaggerated side of him. Harj also played Jacob Simon which was funny
because he couldn’t even get Jacob’s Southern accent correct. Jacob Chorches played Jake
Fishbein first which was funny because he made out like he was going to eat the bugs because Jake
loves eating everything! Jacob also played Richard Schlecht which +was funny because Richard’s
accent is nothing like the American accent, so it’s funny to see people try and do the Hungarian
accent!
Counselor Profile:
Name: Sam Maetzold
Age: 21
Activities: Tennis, Climbing Wall, Basketball &
Baseball
Favorite Sport: Baseball
Favorite Athlete: Curtis Granderson
Favorite Film: Wedding Crashers
What do you want to be remembered for: A person
who’s enthusiastic who knows when to have fun and
be professional.

Weather Report!
Tomorrow’s
Weather
66 F

Chance of
showers!
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